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ABSTRACT
We present a photometric analysis of a large sample of early-type galaxies in 16 nearby
groups, imaged with the Wide-Field Camera on the Isaac Newton Telescope. Using a two-
dimensional surface brightness decomposition routine, we fit Sersic (r1/n) and exponential
models to their bulge and disk components respectively. Dividing the galaxies into three sub-
samples according to the X-ray luminosities of their parent groups, we compare their photo-
metric properties. Galaxies in X-ray luminous groups tend to be larger and more luminous
than those in groups with undetected or low X-ray luminosities, but no significant differences
in n are seen. Both normal and dwarf elliptical galaxies in the central regions of groups are
found to have cuspier profiles than their counterparts in group outskirts.
Structural differences between dwarf and normal elliptical galaxies are apparent in terms
of an offset between their “Photometric Planes” in the space of n, re and µ0. Dwarf ellipticals
are found to populate a surface, with remarkably low scatter, in this space with significant
curvature, somewhat similar to the surfaces of constant entropy proposed by Ma´rquez et al.
(2001). Normal ellipticals are offset from this distribution in a direction of higher specific
entropy. This may indicate that the two populations are distinguished by the action of galaxy
merging on larger galaxies.
Key words: galaxies: fundamental parameters — galaxies: evolution — galaxies: dwarf —
galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, CD — galaxies: structure — galaxies: groups — X-ray:
galaxies: clusters
1 INTRODUCTION
Galaxy scaling relations, such as the Fundamental Plane, and its
various projections, and the colour-magnitude relation have been
used to enhance our understanding of galaxy structure and evolu-
tion. Early-type galaxies, in particular, form a relatively homoge-
neous population and hence rather well-defined scaling relations.
Most large samples of early-type galaxies come from the rich en-
vironments of galaxies clusters. Studies of these high density re-
gions benefit from the large numbers of galaxies in a small an-
gular region of the sky (hence making observations more effi-
cient) and from the morphology-density relation, which tells us
that such environments are dominated by early-type galaxies. Thus
our current knowledge gained from galaxy scaling relations ap-
plies mostly to clusters. The field and group environments are
less well studied in this respect, and provide a means to study
environmentally-dependent processes. For example, galaxy merg-
ers (which can be about hundred times more efficient in today’s
groups than clusters, cf. Mamon 1986) may result in merger-
remnant Ellipticals that deviate strongly from the scaling relations
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(e.g. Forbes, Ponman, & Brown 1998). On the other hand many of
the well studied Elliptical galaxies are brightest group galaxies.
Recent X-ray observations of groups and their constituent
galaxies have provided a new insight into the study of the evolution
of galaxies in small ensembles and in intermediate-density envi-
ronments (Helsdon & Ponman 2000; Mulchaey 2000). Miles et al.
(2003) find that the shape of the luminosity function of galaxies in
groups with low X-ray luminosity is significantly bimodal, in com-
parison with that of X-ray bright groups or rich clusters, showing a
strong environmental effect on the morphological mix in a system,
and on the evolution of galaxies in general. It is likely that the dip
in the luminosity function at intermediate magnitudes arises from
increased merging in low velocity dispersion systems.
Of particular interest in this context are early-type galaxies,
which are more abundant in clusters and groups than in the field.
Several well-known scaling relations (such as the Faber-Jackson
relation or the Fundamental Plane of Elliptical galaxies) utilise
galaxy velocity dispersions and hence require spectroscopic data.
However, scaling relations like the Kormendy relation (Kormendy
1977) and the Photometric Plane of galaxies (Khosroshahi et al.
2000a) can be constructed from photometric observations alone.
There have been many studies aimed at understand-
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ing the differences in the structure of Ellipticals (E) and
dwarf Ellipticals (dE), with mixed results. While some (e.g.
Terlevich, Caldwell, & Bower 2001) argue in favour of the simi-
larities between the two populations, others (e.g. Kormendy 1985)
find evidence otherwise (see Graham & Guzma´n 2003 for more de-
tails).
Traditionally, the surface brightness distribution of Ellipticals
and bulges of disk galaxies have been modelled by the de Vau-
couleurs profile. However, during the last decade, better photom-
etry and advanced analysis have shown that their surface bright-
ness distribution is, in general, better represented by the Sersic
profile (r1/n, Sersic 1968), of which the de Vaucouleurs profile
(r1/4) is a special case (Caon et al. 1993; Khosroshahi et al. 2000a;
Graham 2001). The Sersic model is also widely used to describe the
brightness distribution of bulges of disk galaxies (de Jong 1996;
Andredakis et al. 1995; Khosroshahi et al. 2000b). The disk com-
ponent of galaxies is usually characterised by an exponential distri-
bution.
In this paper we examine the surface brightness distribution of
Ellipticals belonging to galaxy groups, where most galaxies in the
Universe reside. The relatively small number of galaxies in individ-
ual groups, compared to clusters, requires any analysis to be carried
out on a large sample. This can be done in several ways. Here, the
galaxies are classified based on the X-ray luminosity (LX ) of their
parent groups, which, being correlated with the velocity dispersion
of the group (e.g. Helsdon & Ponman 2000), can be an index of
the dynamical state and the mass of the group (Miles et al. 2003;
Osmond & Ponman 2003). The principal properties of the groups,
and a detailed description of the sample can be found in section 2.
The analysis techniques and morphology of galaxies is discussed
in section 3. Correlations among various parameters and the scal-
ing relations is studied in section 4. Section 5 contains a discussion
and a summary of results.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS
2.1 Observations
Our sample is drawn from the Group Evolution Multi-wavelength
Study (GEMS, Osmond & Ponman 2003) of sixty groups, com-
piled by cross-correlating a list of over 4000 known groups from
various studies with the list of archival ROSAT PSPC X-ray ob-
servations with integration > 10 ks. This includes several Hickson
groups, as well as loose groups from the CfA survey. A large frac-
tion of these were detected in the X-ray, and for the others we have
upper limits for their X-ray luminosity.
Of the GEMS sample, 16 groups were observed at the 2.5m
Isaac Newton telescope at the Roque de Los Muchachos Obser-
vatory, La Palma, between 2000 February 4–10. This is a random
and representative subsample of the original sample of 60 groups,
where all groups accessible for the allocated observing run were
observed. The detector used was the Wide Field Camera (WFC),
which is an array of four thinned EEV CCDs situated at the f/3.29
prime focus of the INT, each with an area of 2048 × 4096 pix-
els, each pixel being 0.33 arcsec across. Each CCD thus can im-
age an area of 22.5 × 11.3 arcmin of sky, together covering 1017
sq.arcmin.
Photometry was performed with broadband BRI filters, of
which we analyse only the R-band images here. Our analysis is
limited to galaxies brighter than MR = −13. The median seeing
achieved was about 1.1 arcsec in R. Further details can be found in
(Miles et al. 2003).
Table 1. The sample of 16 groups used in this study
Group R.A. Dec. Na Distanceb log LX c
(J2000) (J2000) Mpc ergs/s
HCG 10 01:25:40.4 +34:42:48 45 68.2 41.75
HCG 68 13:53:26.7 +40:16:59 177 41.1 41.67
NGC 524 01:24:47.8 +09:32:19 27 35.4 41.09
NGC 1052 02:41:04.8 –08:15:21 10 20.3 41.03
NGC 1587 04:30:39.9 +00:39:43 54 55.2 41.22
NGC 2563 08:20:35.7 +21:04:04 149 73.5 42.54
NGC 3227 10:23:30.6 +19:51:54 18 26.5 40.88
NGC 3607 11:16:54.7 +18:03:06 26 23.5 41.09
NGC 3640 11:21:06.9 +03:14:06 56 28.5 <40.34
NGC 3665 11:24:43.4 +38:45:44 41 37.2 41.15
NGC 4151 12:10:32.6 +39:24:21 14 23.0 <40.15
NGC 4261 12:19:23.2 +05:49:31 43 34.8 41.84
NGC 4636 12:42:50.4 +02:41:24 24 13.1 41.73
NGC 4725 12:50:26.6 +25:30:06 7 25.1 41.00
NGC 5044 13:15:24.0 –16:23:06 55 34.4 43.08
NGC 5322 13:49:15.5 +60:11:28 18 32.4 41.51
aNumber of member galaxies within our imaging field identified by the
colour selection outlined in § 2.2.
bDistance measured from the mean redshift of group (assuming H0 = 70
km s−1Mpc−1; q0 = 0.5), corrected for local bulk flows.
cBolometric X-ray luminosity from Osmond & Ponman (2003)
2.2 Group Membership
The identification of the group galaxies is based on a colour se-
lection. Source extraction was performed using the Sextractor soft-
ware Bertin & Arnouts (1996), which uses a routine based on neu-
ral network generated weights for star-galaxy separation. Detec-
tions were checked visually and objects with the stellaricity pa-
rameter greater then 0.9 were deemed to be definitely stellar and
therefore discarded. To obtain colours, a fixed aperture, set to be
slightly greater than the seeing, was used to evaluate fluxes with
different filters. All objects with FWHM less than the mean seeing
were not processed further.
Galaxies were selected as being likely group members on the
basis of their B−R colour. A conservative cut of B−R = 1.7
was found to remove the majority of background galaxies for all
groups in our sample (See Miles et al. 2003 for further details).
Those galaxies found in the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database
(NED) within the virial radius Rvir (see Osmond & Ponman 2003).
2.3 Analysis
The core of our data analysis is the two-dimensional decomposition
of galaxies, by fitting a Sersic profile to the bulge and an exponen-
tial profile to the disk component, for obtaining the structural pho-
tometric parameters, and morphological classification. This anal-
ysis was carried out on all galaxies identified as group members
using the selection method described in the previous section.
The bulge-disk decomposition procedure used here involves
fitting two-dimensional image models to the observed galaxy im-
ages, assumed to consist of a bulge and a disk component. The
model image is convolved with a Gaussian PSF, with the FWHM
measured from the galaxy frame. Details of the accuracy and reli-
ability of the decomposition procedure, and the associated galaxy
simulation code, can be found in Wadadekar et al. (1999).
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Figure 1. Distribution of the Sersic parameter n for early-type galaxies
(B/T > 0.5) in our sample, in X-ray bright (bold line), X-ray dim (thin
line) and X-ray undetected groups (those with no discernible group emis-
sion, shaded histogram). There is no significant difference in the n distribu-
tion between the types of groups.
The Sersic profile for the bulge is given by








x2 + y2/(1− ǫb)2.
Here x and y are the distances from the centre of the galaxy along
the major and minor axis respectively. The quantity bn is a func-
tion of n, and is evaluated as a root of an equation involving the
incomplete gamma function (Wadadekar et al. 1999). It is well ap-
proximated by
bn = 0.87n− 0.14. (2)
For n = 4, which corresponds to the de Vaucouleurs law, b4 =
3.33. We model the disk intensity by the Freeman (1970) exponen-
tial distribution,
Idisk(x, y) = Id(0) exp (−rdisk/rd) ; (3)
rdisk =
√
x2 + y2/(1− ǫd)2.
The disk is assumed to be intrinsically circular, with the observed
ellipticity ǫd of the disk in the observed image being due to projec-
tion effects alone.
The free parameters of the fit are:
(i) The central bulge intensity Ib(0),
(ii) The half-light radius of the bulge re,
(iii) The ellipticity of the bulge ǫb,
(iv) The bulge shape parameter n (Sersic profile),
(v) The central intensity of the disk Id(0),
(vi) The scale length of the disk rd, and
(vii) The ellipticity of the disk ǫd.
Additional parameters such as sky background and position angle
are estimated in a preliminary fit and are then held fixed during the
final fitting process.
Figure 2. Distribution of the half-light radius re for early-type galaxies, in
X-ray bright (bold line), X-ray dim (thin line) and X-ray undetected groups
(shaded histogram). This shows that X-ray bright groups contain a larger
proportion of galaxies that are bigger than their counterparts in X-ray dim
or undetected groups.
3 MODELLING THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL SURFACE
BRIGHTNESS OF GALAXIES
We were able to obtain satisfactory fits with a reduced χ 2ν ≤ 2 for
471 galaxies from our initial sample of 764 galaxies. Any fit with
a reduced χ 2ν > 2 is considered to be unacceptable and the galaxy
excluded from the sample. Such unacceptable fits result mainly
from irregularities in the brightness distribution, or from the pres-
ence of multiple nuclei or close companions. Such features cannot
be represented by the simple and smooth models used in this study.
3.1 Morphological classification
The galaxies with satisfactory fits to the surface brightness model
are assigned morphological types based on their bulge-to-total lu-
minosity ratio, B/T . An ideal Elliptical galaxy has B/T = 1 and
a late-type disk galaxy has a value of B/T close to zero.
We classify a galaxy as early-type when it has B/T > 0.5.
This criterion was chosen to be B/T >0.4 by Balogh et al. (2002),
but the conclusions of this study are not sensitive to such a differ-
ence in selection. An “Elliptical galaxy” is one with B/T ≥ 0.95.
A galaxy with B/T <0.1 is considered as a pure disk galaxy with
an exponential luminosity profile, since the bulge in this case is too
small to be modelled by the Sersic profile.
3.2 Galaxies in X-ray bright, dim and undetected groups
The X-ray luminosities of the parent groups in our sample are taken
from Osmond & Ponman (2003), who measured them by fitting
two-dimensional β-profiles to ROSAT PSPC observations in the
0.5–2 keV range, extrapolated to estimate the bolometric X-ray lu-
minosity. Point sources were removed from the data before lumi-
nosity calculations and the values have then been corrected for flux
lost in this process using the surface brightness models.
Since the number of galaxies in each group is small, we obtain
statistical results by grouping galaxies according to X-ray bright-
ness of their parent groups. We have divided the groups to be X-ray
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Figure 3. Distribution of the absolute R magnitude for early-type galax-
ies (B/T > 0.5) in our sample. The three categories are the same as in
Figs. 1 & 2. This shows that X-ray bright groups contain a higher fraction
of brighter galaxies than X-ray dim or undetected groups.
bright or dim according to their bolometric X-ray luminosity being
more or less than the median of the sample, LX = 1041.7 erg/s.
This luminosity refers to the X-ray luminosity of the group plus
any central galaxy that might exist. In addition, we have a third
category of group (called X-ray undetected) where there is no dis-
cernible “group emission”, and all the diffuse emission, if any, can
be accounted for as due to individual non-central galaxies in the
group.
There are 189, 174 and 108 galaxies (out of 316, 298 and 150)
with acceptable profile fits in the categories of X-ray bright, dim
and undetected groups respectively. Since the sample covers a wide
range of X-ray luminosity, here we seek possible differences in the
properties of galaxies that depend on their local environment char-
acterised by LX .
3.3 Variation in brightness profiles with galaxy environment
Figure 1 shows the distribution of the Sersic parameter for early
type galaxies (B/T > 0.5) in X-ray bright, dim and undetected
groups. There is no significant difference in the distribution of val-
ues of the Sersic parameter n among X-ray bright, dim and unde-
tected groups, corroborated by the K-S statistics.
The difference, in the distribution of the half-light radius re of
bulges of early-type disk galaxies, between the various categories
of parent groups, is substantial. Figs. 2 and 3 show the distribu-
tion of re and MR in the three sub-samples in this study, indicating
that X-ray bright groups contain a larger fraction of galaxies that
are bigger and more luminous than their counterparts in X-ray dim
groups. This is confirmed by the K-S test performed on the distri-
butions of re and MR. The underdensity of early-types implied by
the gap in the histograms for X-ray dim and undetected groups in
Fig. 3 around MR=−18 is due to the dip in the LF of these groups,
discussed in further detail by Miles et al. (2003).
The Sersic parameter n is often found to be correlated with
the absolute magnitude of the Elliptical galaxies (Young & Currie
1994; Binggeli & Jerjen 1998), which would indicate that the Ser-
sic parameter is an intrinsic property of a galaxy. Here, we find a
highly scattered correlation between n andMR for Elliptical galax-
Figure 4. The correlation between the Sersic parameter n and the absolute
R magnitude of the Elliptical galaxies in our sample. The width of the dia-
monds represent bins chosen to include 10 galaxies in each. The height of
each diamond represents the 95% confidence level around the mean values
of the Sersic parameter n in the bin. The dotted and bold diamonds represent
galaxies at the core (R/Rvir < 0.15) and in the outskirts (R/Rvir > 0.6)
of the groups, and thin diamonds represent galaxies in between.
Figure 5. The Sersic parameter n of each Elliptical galaxy, plotted against
the normalised projected distance from the centre of the its parent group.
This behaviour is expected if the value of n in correlated with the local
three-dimensional galaxy density.
ies (both E and dE) in groups, with a scatter of about 1.5 mag in
MR, which is much larger than the scatter (about 0.45 mag in MB)
found by Young & Currie (1994).
In order to understand the origin of this scatter in the n−MR
relation, we plot the galaxies as a function of their normalised pro-
jected distance from the centre of their parent group (Fig. 4). Since
the distribution of the Sersic parameter does not show a signifi-
cant variation with X-ray properties of the group, we use galaxies
belonging to all three sub-samples together to improve statistics.
Galaxies in the core of the groups (R/Rvir<0.15) have higher val-
ues for the Sersic parameter (mean value and 95% confidence level
of 1.92+0.66
−0.65), while in the outer regions (R/Rvir > 0.6), galax-
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ies have lower values of n and hence are less cuspy (mean value
and 95% confidence level of 1.07+0.20
−0.21). The systematic variation
in values of n with the distance from the centre of the parent group
appears to be independent of how bright the galaxies are.
Trujillo et al. (2002) recently found a triangular distribution
between the concentration index of galaxies (related to n) and
the projected two-dimensional local density of galaxies in clusters,
which is expected even if n (and concentration parameter) and MR
were tightly correlated. At higher projected densities, galaxies with
both low and high values of concentration index will be binned to-
gether due to projection. On the other hand, since galaxies in low-
density environments have low n, at lower projected densities only
galaxies with lower values of concentration index will be seen.
Fig. 5 shows a similar triangular distribution between the Ser-
sic parameter n and normalised projected distance for the galaxies
in our sample. If n and MR of Elliptical galaxies were correlated
for normal and dwarf Ellipticals, Fig. 5 would seem to indicate
that the dwarf Ellipticals are preferentially removed from the core
of each group, but enhanced in the outer regions. However, from
Fig 4 it appears that the situation is more complicated. We find faint
dEs (MR > −15.0), with relatively higher values of n, at smaller
normalised projected distances from the centre of the groups. This
might suggest that these high-n dEs are at the core of their groups.
This strongly suggests that environmental effects can play a key
role in the shape of the light profile (characterised by values of n),
in galaxies and that this parameter is not an intrinsic property of a
galaxy.
This also shows that dEs, traditionally known to have near-
exponential brightness profiles, can have cuspy cores, and can
exist in the central regions of groups. These “nucleated” dEs
have been found to be more centrally concentrated in their dis-
tribution in detailed studies of nearby clusters, e.g. Virgo and
Fornax (Ferguson & Binggeli 1994). It is interesting to note
that such cusps are also known to exist in starburst dEs (e.g.
Summers, Stevens, & Strickland 2001).
4 PHOTOMETRIC SCALING RELATIONS
One of the essential observational ingredients of the study of galaxy
evolution is the family of scaling relations such as the Fundamen-
tal Plane, characteristic of dynamically relaxed Elliptical galax-
ies (Djorgovski & Davis 1987; Dressler et al. 1987). Although the
Fundamental Plane for bright Elliptical galaxies is found to be
scarcely affected by environmental factors, it may not be so for
low mass Ellipticals. While Nieto et al. (1990) showed that dwarf
Ellipticals 1 follow the same trend defined by the Fundamental
Plane of bright Elliptical galaxies, albeit with a larger scatter due
to structural variation, the dwarf Ellipticals in Virgo cluster studied
by Peterson & Caldwell (1993) belong to a different Fundamental
Plane.
In the absence of spectroscopic measures of velocity disper-
sion, which is a key parameter in constructing the Fundamental
Plane, one can study those projections of the Fundamental Plane
which are purely photometric. In this section, we will study the
photometric characteristics of the Elliptical galaxies in our sample
(those with B/T ≥0.95, as defined in §3.1), a subset of our sample
of “early-type galaxies” (B/T ≥0.5)
1 Unless otherwise stated, in this paper we will refer to Ellipticals fainter
than MR = −18 as dwarfs (dEs) and those brighter as normal Ellipticals
(Es).
Figure 6. The Kormendy relation for Elliptical galaxies in X-ray bright
(crosses), X-ray dim (triangles) and X-ray undetected groups (squares).
Large symbols are for galaxies with MR<−18. The solid line represents
the KR for bright Ellipticals in the Coma cluster with central velocity dis-
persion σ> 200 km/s (Ziegler et al. 1999). Dashed lines represent lines of
constant absolute magnitude, our limit being MR = −13.
4.1 The Kormendy relation
Elliptical galaxies are known to show a strong correlation between
the mean surface brightness 〈µe〉, and the half-light radius re,
known as the Kormendy relation (KR) 〈µe〉 = AK log re + BK ,
with the slope AK lying in the range 2.0–3.0 (Kormendy 1977).
The Kormendy relation for cluster Ellipticals shows a r.m.s. scatter
of about 0.1 dex, which would result in a 25% error in re and hence
in measuring distance to the galaxies.
Fig. 6 shows the Kormendy relation for Elliptical galaxies in
our sample, where galaxies belonging to parent groups which are
X-ray bright (LX >1041.7 erg/s), X-ray dim and X-ray undetected
are plotted with different symbols. The plot shows two distinct pop-
ulations: the “normal” Ellipticals (MR < −18, mean KR slope
∼ 2.3 ± 0.4) and the dwarf Ellipticals (−18<MR <−13, mean
KR slope ∼ 4.1 ± 0.2). However, from Fig. 6, it is apparent that
instead of a linear KR, we may interpret the distribution of dEs as
one of high scatter, truncated by our magnitude limit (MR ≤ −13).
We also note that there are very few galaxies in the zone be-
tween the two populations, which results from the significant dip in
the luminosity function of groups in the range −16>MR>−18,
as seen in Miles et al. (2003).
Comparing with the KR for galaxies in rich clusters, we find
that the slope of the KR for our brightest galaxies (MR <−19.5)
2.75±0.16, compared to 2.43±0.15 for a similar sample in the
Coma cluster (Ziegler et al. 1999, plotted as the solid line in Fig. 6).
Extending the KR plot of the Coma cluster to fainter galaxies
(e.g. Graham & Guzma´n 2003), Ellipticals in the magnitude range
−15 > MB > −18 are found to follow a trend, at almost con-
stant re, quite distinct from that of the brighter galaxies, the lat-
ter having a slope similar to that found in our sample. Our sample
of dwarfs extends to fainter MR ≈ −13 smaller (re ≈ 100 pc)
galaxies, and shows the presence of substantial scatter in both axes.
Some contribution to this large scatter may also arise from de-
pendencies on local environment, since we are merging galaxies
from 16 groups in a single plot. Our conclusion (in agreement with
c© 2003 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–8
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Graham & Guzma´n (2003)) is that the Kormendy relation in itself
does not provide strong evidence for any fundamental difference in
structure between normal and dwarf Ellipticals.
4.2 The Photometric Plane
Recent developments in the study of the structure of galaxies and
the modelling of brightness profiles, in particular with the use of the
more general Sersic model, provides a unified description of the
photometric properties of normal (E) and dwarf Ellipticals (dE),
traditionally seen as two distinct families (e.g. Kormendy 1985).
The discontinuity between these two extreme exponential (n ∼ 1,
dEs) and de Vaucouleurs profiles (n ∼ 4, Es) is now filled by both
populations possessing a large range of values 1 < n < 6. The
bulges of disk galaxies share the same Photometric Plane with El-
lipticals.
The Photometric Plane (PP, Khosroshahi et al. 2000a) is a bi-
variate relation that links only photometric parameters, obtained by
fitting a Sersic model to a galaxy image, log n = A log re +B µ0.
Our simulations show that fitting galaxy brightness distributions
with unsuitable models (e.g. the de Vaucouleurs model to a galaxy
where n 6= 4), can result in a significant variation in the values of
structural parameters. For example, assuming n = 4 in the case
of a n = 2 galaxy can result in a change in the value of half-light
radius by a factor of three. Thus it is important to allow for a free
parameter n to account for the cusp and core in Ellipticals or bulges
of disk galaxies.
Most scaling relations, e.g. the Kormendy relation or the Fun-
damental Plane, are insensitive to these variations, since the three
parameters of the Sersic model (µ0, n, re) are correlated and their
combinations used in these scaling relations are robust (Bertin et al.
2002). The Photometric Plane, on the other hand, allows us to ex-
plore the entire range of these parameters for Elliptical galaxies,
and thus can be used more effectively as a tool to examine the con-
nection between structural parameters and the evolutionary history
of galaxies.
The Photometric Plane for all Ellipticals in our sample is given
by
log n = (0.21 ± 0.09) log re
−(0.074 ± 0.013) µ0 +(1.7± 0.3). (4)
This equation is similar to that found for the bright Elliptical galax-
ies in the K-band study of 42 Coma galaxies (Khosroshahi et al.
2000a). However, the scatter in n here is 0.13 dex, much larger than
the scatter found for the Coma cluster sample, which is 0.05 dex,
which can be attributed to the fact that our sample is dominated by
dEs. To verify this, we examine the Ellipticals with MR < −18
in X-ray bright groups (comparable to the Coma sample), to find
that the scatter about the Photometric Plane for Es is only 0.06 dex
in log n, compared to 0.10 dex for dEs. The fact that the scatter
around the the Photometric Plane of normal Es is lower than that
of dEs indicates that Es and dEs are structurally different systems
even though their n values might be similar.
We plot the principal axes (K1, K2, K3) of the Photomet-
ric Plane against each other in Fig. 7, where K1 = 0.99 log n +
0.17 log re, K2 = 0.16 log n − 0.92 log re − 0.38µ0 and K3 =
−0.06 log n+0.37 log re−0.93µ0 (directly comparable to the sim-
ilar plot for Coma Ellipticals in Khosroshahi et al. 2000a). Since
this sample has a fainter magnitude limit, it probes the PP for
dwarfs more extensively, and demonstrates that the PP for the dEs
has a is strikingly low scatter (in contrast, for example, to their scat-
ter in the Kormendy plot). This strongly suggests that dEs might be
a more homogeneous class than is normally thought, and follow
well-defined structural trends.
To explore a more direct connection with the underlying phys-
ical changes in galaxy structure between Es and dEs, we turn to a
slightly different version of these correlations in the next section.
4.3 The Specific Entropy Plane
Ma´rquez et al. (2001), in their study of cluster Ellipticals, showed
that the Photometric Plane is close to a plane of constant spe-
cific entropy of galaxies, originally introduced by Lima Neto et al.
(1999). Although self-gravitating systems like galaxies do not
posess stable states of absolute maximum entropy, the evolu-
tion of entropy via two-body relaxation will be a slow process,
and Ma´rquez et al. (2000) argue that the violent relaxation pro-
cess which occurs during galaxy formation may establish a quasi-
equilibrium state of constant specific entropy, and they find evi-
dence that both simulated and observed galaxies do indeed show
approximately constant entropy per unit mass. In the case of ob-
served galaxies, the properties of the Photometric Plane result from
this approximate constancy of specific entropy.
On examination of the surfaces of constant entropy in detail,
it is found that they actually exhibit some curvature when repre-
sented in the coordinate system of the PP. It can be seen, from the
two edge-on views of our plane in Fig. 7, that there are clear indica-
tions of curvature in the distribution of the dwarfs. This curvature,
rather than stochastic scatter, accounts for much of the larger vari-
ance about the plane for dEs (compared to nornal Es) discussed in
section 4.2. Could this curvature be indicating that dwarfs really
follow a surface of constant specific entropy? In Fig. 8 we plot a
representation of the Photometric Plane in terms of 1/n, for our
sample, using Eq. (4) above, and overlay a line of constant spe-
cific entropy. The latter has been calculated using Eqs. (23) & (24)
of Ma´rquez et al. (2001), in conjunction with the relevant relations
from their Appendix A. Here, we have only adjusted the value of
the specific entropy parameter (s0) to find the curve which best
matches our data.
The curvature seen in the distribution of dwarfs in Fig. 8 is
similar to that the constant s0 surface, although the shape does not
match in detail. It is also apparent that the normal Es fall above the
dwarfs in the Figure, which corresponds to the direction of increas-
ing s0. The dashed line corresponds to a specific entropy Plane with
s0 = −25 for our sample of Elliptical galaxies dominated by dEs.
5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This study confirms earlier results that massive Ellipticals show
higher values of the Sersic parameter n, i.e. a cuspier surface
brightness profile at their centre (Young & Currie 1994). From the
large scatter in the plot of absolute R magnitude and n (Fig. 4),
we conclude that the shape of the radial profile, represented by the
value of n, is not uniquely related to the intrinsic luminosity of
the galaxy. Furthermore, the dependence of n on the location of
galaxies within their groups (Fig. 4) shows that environmental de-
pendence is responsible for part of this scatter. Although we find no
significant difference between the values of n in groups of differ-
ent X-ray luminosity, we do find that for both dEs and Es (though
not the most luminous Es), surface brightness profiles tend to be
cuspier (higher n) for galaxies located in the cores of groups. One
c© 2003 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–8
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Figure 7. The face-on and two edge-on views of the Photometric Plane for Ellipticals in our sample. The symbols have the same meaning as in Fig.6. the
principal axes K1, K2 and K3 are defined in §4.2.
Figure 8. The Photometric and Specific Entropy Planes of Elliptical galax-
ies in X-ray bright (crosses), X-ray dim (triangles) and X-ray undetected
groups (squares). Large symbols are for galaxies with MR < −18. The
dashed curve is the best match Specific Entropy Plane with s0 = −25.
explanation for this correlation could be the effects of interaction-
induced star formation in triggering nuclear starbursts within more
centrally located galaxies.
Normal Ellipticals in groups are found to yield similar Pho-
tometric Plane and Kormendy relation parameters to those in rich
clusters. There is no difference in the Kormendy relation or Pho-
tometric Plane between Ellipticals belonging to the the different
classes of X-ray bright, faint or undetected groups. Furthermore,
the Kormendy relation is found to be of little value in distinguish-
ing structural differences between dEs and Es, since the KR slope
found for dwarfs is dominated by selection effects, most notably
the magnitude limit of the sample. The sparse region in the KR
plot, separating dEs and Es, is easily interpereted as resulting from
the dip seen in the galaxy luminosity function at MR ∼ −18, and
discussed in more detail in Miles et al. (2003).
Dwarf and normal Ellipticals are distinguished much more ef-
fectively in terms of their location in the Photometric Plane in the
space of n, re and µ0. The dwarfs inhabit a non-flat surface in
this space, with a curvature somewhat akin to a surface of con-
stant specific entropy, as defined by the equations of Ma´rquez et al.
(2001), though the match is only approximate. Even if galaxies do
have constant specific entropy, a degree of mismatch between ob-
servation and the analytical expressions of Ma´rquez et al. (2001) is
not surprising, given the numerous assumptions (e.g. mass-traces-
light, and isotropic velocities) which have been made in deriving
the equations of the isentropic surfaces. The well-defined nature
of the locus followed by these dwarfs is a strong indicator of their
structural coherence, and the larger scatter that they exhibit about
their Photometric Plane is largely due to the curvature of the surface
they inhabit, rather than to a large random scatter in their properties.
Normal galaxies, on the other hand, are offset relative to the dwarf
locus, in a direction corresponding to higher specific entropy. In this
context, it is interesting that Ma´rquez et al. (2000) find, from their
simulations, that merging tends to increase specific entropy. Hence
the offset may indicate that normal Ellipticals, which fall above the
dip seen in the galaxy luminosity function, have undergone merg-
ers, whilst dwarfs have not. This supports the idea (Miles et al.
2003) that merging may have played a role in generating the dip
in the luminosity function, by converting middle-ranking galaxies
into larger ones, whilst dwarfs are largely unaffected due to their
smaller merger cross-sections.
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